VILLA FARALDI
Waste sorting

Finally we start!

Dear fellow citizen, we’re finally able to get
started with the waste sorting.

Beginning from the 2nd of April 2015
In Villa, Tovo and Tovetto

Paper and cardboard
Plastic and small metal objects
Glass
Organic waste
Residual waste

And

Each family will receive a little bin for organic
waste (in order to avoid unpleasant smell and
roaming animals) and biodegradable plastic
bags for the rest. If you run out of bags you will
get more for free.
You can as well use normal bags, but it's
important to sort the waste in the right order!
How to sort? Read the brochure provided last
summer and for any question call
334 6756929

From the 3rd of April in

What to do with organic waste
Put a bioplastic bag in the bin, to avoid unpleasant smell. Leave the bin in front of your door on
collection days.
Can we use the composter?
Sure. If you don’t have one, you can ask for it from the city hall. The use of a composter allows you
to save 10% on the trash tax.
What to do with bulky waste
Bulky waste (such as iron, fridges, TVs, furnitures, mattresses, electric devices, etc.) will be
collected monthly.
The first Friday of each month you will find a truck parked above the festival's area between Villa
and Riva. You can bring there your bulky waste from 9 am to 4 pm.
At the same time a smaller vehicle will be in Villa, collecting from Riva, Tovo and Tovetto from 9
to noon. This vehicle will then move to Riva from 1 to 4 pm , collecting from Riva and Deglio .

ATTENTION!
Starting from the 2nd of April (Villa, Tovo and Tovetto) and from the 3rd of April (Riva and Deglio)
bins won’t be on the streets anymore.
For any question call 0183/92917 or 334 6756929.

And for other types of garbage?
For drugs, batteries, small electric devices, light bulbs and any recyclable waste that doesn’t fit in
the 5 categories collectable in the provided bags, just put it in a box or a bag and let them in the
front of your door on collection days.
For hazardous waste (paints, solvents,etc), little quantities of debris, green waste PLEASE contact
us.
At the graveyard
At the graveyard you will find two bins: one for organic waste (flowers, grass, etc) and another for
general waste.

Waste categories
1st bag
clean paper and cardboard
nd
2 bag
clean glass
3rd bag
clean plastic and little metal objects (cans)
th
4 bag
residual waste
5th bag
organic waste
The bags have to be full and closed
Other small sized waste
Drugs, batteries, small electric devices, light bulbs and any recyclable waste has to be put in a box
and left outside, in front of your door.
Bulky, electric and electronic waste
The first Friday of each month you will find a truck parked above the festival's area between Villa
and Riva. You can bring there your bulky waste from 9 am to 4 pm.
At the same time a smaller vehicle will be in Villa, collecting from Riva, Tovo and Tovetto from 9
to noon. This vehicle will then move to Riva from 1 to 4 pm , collecting from Riva and Deglio .
If you have some problem to bring your bulky waste, we can help you: ask our employees for a
helping hand.
For any question please call 0183/92917 or the mobile phone 334 6756929
On the 3rd, 4th and 6th of April from 10 am to 1 pm our staff will be available at the public
library of Villa.

Pick up service
Villa, Tovo , Tovetto
Deglio, Riva

Monday and Thursday

bags before 8 am in front of your door

Tuesday and Friday

bags before 8 am in front of your door

